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Background: Cretinism is a subtype of congenital hypothyroidism, an endocrine disorder resulting from inadequate thyroid hormone 
production or receptor deficiency. Genetic abnormalities play a major role in the development of thyroid dysfunction.
Methods: We recruited 183 participants with cretinism and 119 healthy participants from the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region 
and randomly selected 29 tag single nucleotide polymorphisms (tSNPs) in TSHB, PAX8, TPO, NKX2-5, and TSHR in all participants. 
We compared genotype and allele frequencies between cases and controls utilizing the chi-squared test, logistic regression analysis, 
and haplotype analysis.
Results: Using the chi-squared test, a single SNP was found to be associated with cretinism (recessive model: rs3754363, OR = 0.46, 
95% CI = 0.27–0.80, P = 0.00519; genotype model: P = 0.01677). We stratified neurological, myxedematous, and mixed type and 
determined that another SNP was associated with a higher risk when comparing myxedematous type to the neurological type 
(rs2277923).
Conclusion: rs3754363 has a statistically significant protective effect on people with cretinism, while rs2277923 may play a greater 
role in promoting the development of neurocretinism.
Keywords: chi-squared test, cretinism, NKX2-5, SNPs

Introduction
Congenital hypothyroidism is an endocrine disorder caused by insufficient thyroid hormone production or receptor 
deficiency, which results in severe physical and mental retardation as well as low metabolic levels in children. Children 
with congenital hypothyroidism typically show no clinical symptoms or very mild ones during the neonatal period. Lack 
of thyroid hormones during fetal brain development can lead to severe brain dysfunction, which can manifest as severe 
sensory and motor disorders and mental retardation. Neonatal screening is the primary method for patient detection and 
diagnosis. Early diagnosis and treatment with thyroid hormone replacement does not interfere with the normal physical 
and nervous system development of the patient.1 In China, the incidence of congenital hypothyroidism is approximately 
1/2000,2 with a higher incidence among females than males. Anterior neck enlargement due to goiter is a rare symptom 
of congenital hypothyroidism.3 Thyroid dysplasia, thyroxine synthesis and secretion disorder, thyroxine transport 
disorder, thyroxine metabolism disorder, thyrotropin/thyroxine resistance, and central hypothyroidism are typical causes 
of cretinism.4 The vast majority of thyroid hypoplasia cases are isolated incidents. Gene mutations have been linked to 
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some cases, but the underlying pathogenic mechanisms remain unknown. NK2 homeobox 1 (NKX2.1),5 paired box 8 
(PAX8),6 NK2 homeobox 5 (NKX2-5), forkhead box E1 (FOXEl), and thyroid stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) 
have been identified as pathogenic genes in related research on hypothyroidism. Studies on gene abnormalities associated 
with thyroid hormone synthesis have focused primarily on thyroid peroxidase (TPO), dual oxidase 2 (DUOX2),7 dual 
oxidase maturation factor 2 (DUOXA2),8 TG, solute carrier family 5 member 5 (SLC5A5), solute carrier family 26 
member 4 (SLC26A4),9 and others.10

Congenital hypothyroidism is also referred to as cretinism, and is a clinical term used to describe the wide clinical 
spectrum of physical and neurological sequelae in patients with severely delayed treatment and even untreated 
hypothyroidism, which may be congenital (ie, permanent and primary congenital hypothyroidism) or acquired (ie, due 
to environmental factors, fetal iodine deficiency or endemic cretinism). There is widespread iodine deficiency in the 
Xinjiang population and the region’s economic development is quite low. It is one of China’s historically endemic disease 
hotspots. The rate at which new cases of cretinism are being diagnosed in Xinjiang has dropped precipitously since 
China’s universal salt iodization policy went into effect. New cases of cretinism were confirmed again in southern 
Xinjiang in 2006, likely as a result of the unique eating habits of the region’s ethnic minorities. More than 200 cases of 
endemic cretinism persist today in southern Xinjiang.11 Since this study is a census of endemic cretinism patients in 
Xinjiang, it may shed light on the pathogenesis of this condition elsewhere in the world.

In 1908, McCarrison proposed the classification of cretinism into two clinical types—neurological type and myx-
edematous type.12 As the disease has progressed, the presence of mixed cretinism in patients has also been documented. 
Patients with neurotic cretinism, according to studies, have normal thyroid function despite suffering primarily from 
damage to the central nervous system, whereas patients with myxomatous cretinism have obvious hypothyroidism.13 

Myxedematous cretinism, which causes stunted growth, skeletal retardation, and early sexual development, may be 
distinguished from other forms of cretinism by a persistent deficiency in postpartum thyroid hormones.

Recent advances in genetics have sparked widespread interest in the hereditary causes of cretinism. Numerous studies 
have linked polymorphisms in certain genes to the pathogenesis of cretinism. Here, we analyzed the genetic contributions 
to disease in the Uyghur people by looking into the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in their genes. We set out to 
find a reliable biomarker for genetic testing during pregnancy to prevent cretinism, or a biomarker that can be combined 
with the correct endocrinologic evaluation of the patient at birth or during the early neonatal period to diagnose early 
cretinism in Xinjiang.

Methods
Study Population
From December 2016 to April 2019, 183 participants were enrolled in a molecular biology study at the Disease Control 
and Prevention Centre of Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. The participants were diagnosed with cretinism based 
on the People’s Republic of China’s unified diagnostic standard, “Diagnosis of endemic cretinism and endemic sub- 
cretinism”, with 140 neurotic, 19 myxedematous, and 24 mixed cases. During the same period, 119 healthy, unrelated 
controls were randomly selected from the medical examination center. The principle used to select the healthy control 
group is that all of the participants come from the same villages and had the same ethnicity, the gender distribution and 
age range were similar to that of the participants diagnosed with cretinism, and all participants were long-term residents 
of the area for at least a year. All participants were Uyghurs from Urumqi and the surrounding areas.

Data Collection
A professional nurse interviewed each participant, and a standard questionnaire was used to collect detailed information 
about demographic characteristics, radiation exposure, habits, and other factors. Each participant provided peripheral 
blood samples (3–5 mL). Before sample collection, all participants or their guardians signed a written consent form 
acknowledging the purpose and experimental procedures of the study. The research protocol was created in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Human Research Committee of the Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention of Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region (approval number: 20130113-001).
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SNP Selection and Genotyping
We selected several genes associated with cretinism, including thyroid stimulating hormone subunit beta (TSHB), 
PAX8, TPO, NKX2-5, and TSHR. In the HapMap Chinese Han Beijing population, 29 SNPs were selected and 
successfully genotyped in all participants; their minor allele frequencies (MAF) were > 5% and the blood DNA 
was extracted using the GoldMag® nanoparticles method (GoldMag Ltd., Xi’an, China) while the DNA concen-
tration was determined using a NanoDrop 2000C (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). Multiplexed 
SNP MassEXTEND assays were designed with the Sequenom MassARRAY Assay Design 3.0 Software (San 
Diego, California, USA).14 SNPs were genotyped utilizing Sequenom MassARRAY RS1000 (San Diego, 
California, USA). The Sequenom Typer 4.0 software (San Diego, California, USA) was utilized for data manage-
ment and analysis.14,15

Data Analysis
Statistical calculations were performed utilizing Microsoft Excel (Redmond, WA, USA) and SPSS 19.0. (SPSS, Chicago, 
IL, USA). All statistical tests were two-sided, and P ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Each SNP frequency 
was evaluated for deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) using an exact test among controls (P > 0.05). 
Using the chi-squared test, we compared genotype and allele frequencies between cases and controls. To estimate the 
association between genetic polymorphisms and cretinism risk, odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) 
were calculated using unconditional logistic regression with age and sex as adjustment factors.16 The most common 
genotype in the controls served as the reference group. In addition, we compared the three subtypes of cases and 
observed the variations between case types.

Multiple inheritance models (codominant, dominant, recessive, over dominant, and additive) were utilized to assess 
the associations between particular SNPs and cretinism risk using Plink.17 Finally, we evaluated pairwise linkage 
disequilibrium (LD), haplotype construction, and genetic association at polymorphism loci using Haploview (version 
4.2) and Shesis.18,19

Results
Study Participants
We included a total of 302 participants; the mean age of cases was 15.05 ± 5.86 years, and the mean age of controls was 
15.45 ± 5.60 years. The gender and age distributions did not differ significantly between the case and control groups (P 
> 0.05).

Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium and Chi-Squared Test of SNPs
Based on comparisons with the control participants, all tested SNPs were in accordance with the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 
(HWE) (P > 0.05). Table 1 lists the basic characteristics of these SNPs. Using the chi-squared test, only one SNP, rs3754363, 
was associated with cretinism (recessive model: OR = 0.46, 95% CI = 0.27 to 0.80, P = 0.00519; genotype model: P = 
0.01677) (Table 2). Considering the number of participants with cretinism, we stratified the above classification methods 
(neurological, myxedematous, and mixed type) and identified another SNP, rs2277923, which was associated with an 
increased risk when myxedematous type was compared with the neurological type (recessive model: OR = 3.95, 95% CI = 
1.46—1.69, P = 0.00447; genotype model: P = 0.00677). The aforementioned SNP risk association remained significant after 
Fisher’s test (Table 3). There was no significant association between the other SNPs and cretinism.

Logistic Regression Analysis Between SNPs and Cretinism Risk
We further investigated the relationship between 29 SNPs and cretinism risk using five logistic regression models (allele, 
dominant, recessive, genotype, and additive). As depicted in Table 4, the genotype AA of rs3754363 in the recessive 
model is associated with a decreased risk of cretinism (OR = 0.4639, 95% CI: 0.2691–0.7999, P = 0.00572; after 
correction, OR = 0.4716, 95% CI: 0.2725–0.816, P = 0.00722). When neurological and myxedematous cretinism were 
compared, genotype CC of rs2277923 is associated with increased cretinism risk in the recessive model (OR = 3.946, 
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95% CI: 1.457–10.69, P = 0.00692; after correction, OR = 3.572, 95% CI: 1.249–10.21, P = 0.01756). In addition, no 
models revealed an association between the other SNPs and the risk of neurological, myxedematous, or mixed-type 
cretinism (Table 5).

Table 1 Basic Information of SNPs Examined in the Research

SNP Chr BP Ref Alt Gene Gene Region HWE

rs1321109 1 115571916 A G TSHB Upstream 1
rs3754363 1 115575118 C A Intronic 0.266

rs11102875 1 115575715 A G Intronic 1

rs121918669 1 115576077 G A Exonic 1
rs121918668 1 115576128 G A Exonic 1

115576150GA 1 115576150 G A Splicing 1

rs121918670 1 115576636 C T Exonic 1
115576744delT 1 115576744 T – Exonic 1

rs4927611 2 1460004 G T TPO Exonic 0.1751
rs732609 2 1499927 A C Exonic 0.4364

rs104893659 2 114004352 C T PAX8 Exonic 1

rs104893660 2 114004362 T C Exonic 1
rs121917719 2 114004379 G A Exonic 1

rs104893656 2 114004403 T G Exonic 1

rs104893657 2 114004430 C T Exonic 1
rs2339832 5 172658139 C A NKX2-5 Downstream 0.8117

rs703752 5 172659511 C A UTR3 1

rs137852685 5 172660065 C G Exonic 1
rs137852684 5 172660192 C A Exonic 1

rs28936670 5 172662014 G A Exonic 1

rs2277923 5 172662024 T C Exonic 0.8551
rs2234919 14 81422178 C A TSHR Exonic 0.6149

rs121908865 14 81554306 G A Exonic 1

rs121908863 14 81558891 C G Exonic 1
rs121908871 14 81609572 T G Exonic 1

rs121908866 14 81610039 G A Exonic 1

rs121908872 14 81610059 G A Exonic 1
R450H 14 81610150 G A Exonic 1

rs1991517 14 81610583 G C Exonic 0.07117

Table 2 Chi-Square Test Results in Allele and Genotype Models of SNPs Between Cases and Controls

SNP Gene Model Genotype Case Control Chi Score OR (95% CI) p-Chi OR (95% CI) p-Fisher

rs3754363 TSHB Genotype A/A 32 37 8.176 0.01677 0.01827
C/A 103 52

C/C 48 29
Dominant A/A, C/A 135 89 0.103 0.9164  

(0.5378–1.562)

0.7483 0.9164  

(0.5378–1.562)

0.7878

C/C 48 29
Recessive A/A 32 37 7.811 0.4639  

(0.2691–0.7999)

0.00519 0.4639  

(0.2691–0.7999)

0.007356

C/C, C/A 151 81
Allele A 167 126 3.46 0.7326  

(0.5277–1.017)

0.06288 0.7326  

(0.5277–1.017)

0.06656

C 199 110

Note: Bold and italicized text indicates P<0.05.
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Table 3 Chi-Square Test Results in Allele and Genotype Model of SNPs in Different Stratification Analysis

Stratification SNP Gene Model Genotype Case Control Chi Score OR (95% CI) p OR (95% CI) p-Adjusted

Neurological vs Myxedema rs2277923 NKX2-5 Genotype C/C 9 26 9.991 0.006769 0.008253
T/C 3 65

T/T 7 49
Dominant C/C, T/C 12 91 0.02488 0.9231 (0.3414–2.496) 0.8747 0.9231 (0.3414–2.496) 1

T/T 7 49

Recessive C/C 9 26 8.081 3.946 (1.457–10.69) 0.004472 3.946 (1.457–10.69) 0.01451
T/T, T/C 10 114

Allele C 21 117 2.474 1.721 (0.87–3.404) 0.1157 1.721 (0.87–3.404) 0.1207

T 17 163
Mixed type vs Neurological rs2234919 TSHR Genotype A/A 0 0 4.333 0.03738 0.0723

C/A 1 5

C/C 23 14
Dominant A/A, C/A 1 5 4.333 0.1217 (0.01286–1.152) 0.03738 0.1217 (0.01286–1.152) 0.0723

C/C 23 14

Recessive A/A 0 0 NA NA (NA-NA) NA NA (NA-NA) 1
C/C, C/A 24 19

Allele A 1 5 4.008 0.1404 (0.01567–1.258) 0.04528 0.1404 (0.01567–1.258) 0.08322

C 47 33
Mixed type vs Myxedema R450H TSHR Genotype A/A 0 0 5.869 0.01541 0.1463

G/A 1 0

G/G 23 140
Dominant A/A, G/A 1 0 5.869 NA (NA-NA) 0.01541 NA (NA-NA) 0.1463

G/G 23 140

Recessive A/A 0 0 NA NA (NA-NA) NA NA (NA-NA) 1
G/G, G/A 24 140

Allele A 1 0 5.851 NA (NA-NA) 0.01557 NA (NA-NA) 0.1463

G 47 280

Note: Bold and italicized text indicates P<0.05.
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Haplotype Analysis
The haplotype analysis of these SNPs revealed four distinct blocks. LD was composed of rs2339832 and rs703752, 
rs703752 and rs2277923, and rs3754363 and rs11102875 among rs2234919, R450H, and rs1991517, respectively. We 
did not identify any significant haplotypes that contribute to the pathogenesis of cretinism based on the results. No 
haplotypes affected the risk of cretinism significantly in the stratified analysis.

Discussion
While the iodine nutritional status of populations has improved thanks to salt iodization policies, iodine deficiency is still 
a major health issue in both developed and developing nations. To this day, endemic cretinism remains a major public 
health issue connected to the standard of living and socio-economic development of the population. Unfortunately, a lack 
of national-level data has hindered the study of endemic cretinism, despite its importance. Dementia, deaf-mutism, 
paralysis, and other permanent disabilities brought on by cretinism not only cause unimaginable pain for patients and 
their loved ones but also place an enormous strain on society as a whole. The etiology and pathogenesis of endemic 
cretinism are not completely understood. However, iodine deficiency is a concern in some regions of China. In this study, 
genetic polymorphism analysis was performed on biological samples from patients with cretinism to shed light on the 
disease’s etiology.

The results of our preliminary epidemiological investigation suggest that in addition to differences in social culture 
and lifestyle, the genetic background of the Uyghur people with endemic cretinism and subclinical cretinism in Xinjiang 
is different from that of other ethnic groups. There may be a correlation between the distribution of genes for iodine 
deficiency susceptibility and the emergence of endemic cretinism in different populations. Secondly, diagnostic criteria 
for endemic cretinism and actin have garnered significant attention. Our previous research found that after salt iodization 
policies were put into place in iodine-deficient areas, patients with cretinism exhibited the following patterns of thyroid 
function: patients with neurotype and mixed type exhibited normal thyroid function, while patients with myxedematous 
type exhibited hypothyroid function. When iodine nutrition is normal and stable after a period of iodine supplementation, 
the serum thyroid function index cannot be used as a diagnostic condition for Dike disease and Arc disease. Based on 
previous research and a review of the relevant literature, we propose the following hypothesis: genetic polymorphisms 
may provide a comprehensive and systematic approach for the pathogenesis of endemic cretinism.

Table 4 Logistic Analysis Results of SNPs Associated with Cretinism in Case-Control Analysis

SNP Gene Model Genotype Case Control OR (95% CI) p-log OR (95% CI) p-log (Adjusted)

rs3754363 TSHB Additive A/A 32 37 0.724  
(0.5171–1.014)

0.05997 0.7327  
(0.5218–1.029)

0.0726

C/A 103 52

C/C 48 29
Genotype A/A 32 37 0.5225  

(0.2699–1.012)

0.05412 0.5349  

(0.2746–1.042)

0.06593

C/A 103 52 1.197  
(0.6775–2.114)

0.5361 1.207  
(0.6818–2.137)

0.5183

C/C 48 29 - - - -
Dominant A/A, C/A 135 89 0.9164  

(0.5378–1.562)

0.7483 0.9341  

(0.5461–1.598)

0.8033

C/C 48 29
Recessive A/A 32 37 0.4639  

(0.2691–0.7999)

0.00572 0.4716  

(0.2725–0.816)

0.007217

C/C, C/A 151 81
Allele A 167 126 0.7326  

(0.5277–1.017)

0.06318 0.7429  

(0.5341–1.033)

0.07749

C 199 110

Note: Bold and italicized text indicates P<0.05.
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Table 5 Logistic Analysis Results of SNPs Associated with Cretinism in Neurological Myxedema Type Analysis

Stratification SNP Gene Model Genotype Case Control OR (95% CI) P-value OR (95% CI) P-value

Neurological vs Myxedema rs2277923 NKX2-5 Additive C/C 9 26 1.621 (0.8486–3.095) 0.1435 1.473 (0.7563–2.867) 0.2549

T/C 3 65
T/T 7 49

Genotype C/C 9 26 2.423 (0.8096–7.252) 0.1136 2.091 (0.6573–6.653) 0.2116

T/C 3 65 0.3231 (0.07948–1.313) 0.1143 0.287 (0.06715–1.227) 0.09217
T/T 7 49 - - - -

Dominant C/C, T/C 12 91 0.9231 (0.3414–2.496) 0.8747 0.8145 (0.2872–2.31) 0.6996

T/T 7 49
Recessive C/C 9 26 3.946 (1.457–10.69) 0.006918 3.572 (1.249–10.21) 0.01756

T/T, T/C 10 114
Allele C 21 117 1.721 (0.87–3.404) 0.1188 1.559 (0.7666–3.172) 0.2201

T 17 163

Note: Bold and italicized text indicates P<0.05.
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Chromosomal abnormalities and single-gene mutations are the leading genetic causes of cretinism. Major symptoms 
include chronic systemic diseases and endocrine disorders (growth hormone deficiency and hypothyroidism). Despite 
this, many cases of dwarfism have unidentified pathological causes, and single-gene diseases account for a sizable 
percentage of these cases. Monogenic diseases associated with cretinism are generally rare and involve diverse aspects of 
individual growth and development, including intrauterine embryonic development, skeletal system, endocrine system, 
and metabolic system development. These diseases display complex and diverse clinical phenotypes (genetic diversity) 
as well as genetic heterogeneity.

NKX2.5 is a gene located on chromosome 5q34 that encodes a highly conserved homeobox protein with two exons 
and numerous essential transcription activation domains. It encodes 324 amino acids that can affect thyroid development 
during the embryonic stage. NKX2.5 belongs to the NKX2 family. The early stage is an essential component of the 
heart’s initial development. At this stage, NKX2.5 is expressed in the thyroid primordia. NKX2.5 plays a role in every 
stage of thyroid development, including formation, metastasis, differentiation, and proliferation.20–22 The DNA-binding 
proteins encoded by NK-2, called transcription activators, have a binding site in the [T (C/T) AAGTG] sequence found in 
both the promoter and enhancer of the target gene. NKx2-5, a member of the NK homeobox gene family NKx type 2, is 
located on human chromosome 5q35 and has two exons, exon 1, 799bp long, including 1a (46bp), 1b (93bp), and 1c 
(655bp). Exon 1c contains the start codon ATG, and exon 2 (983bp) contains the stop codon TAG and homology domain 
HD. In exon 1, an SNP (rs2277923, 63T>C) was identified as a synonymous mutation (Glu/Glu), and the allele frequency 
of this SNP was T = 0.4915. The SNP-related correlation analysis revealed a significant difference, indicating that 
rs2277923 and various types of cretinism may be associated. At present, there are few studies that have examined the 
correlation between rs2277923 and cretinism, whereas there are numerous studies that have examined the correlation 
between rs2277923 and congenital heart disease (CHD). Positive results were observed in subgroups of atrial septal 
defects.23 Rs2277923 is significantly more prevalent in the CHD population than in the control group in the Indian 
population.24 In Xinjiang, the Weiur ethnic group account for the vast majority of those diagnosed with endemic 
cretinism and subclinical cretinism. There are genetic differences between the people of this area and those of other 
regions, in addition to the obvious differences in culture and lifestyle. Variation in the prevalence and severity of endemic 
cretinism has been linked to differences in the distribution of genes that increase susceptibility to the effects of iodine 
deficiency. The current study has confirmed that the single nucleotide polymorphism rs2277923 leads to the transforma-
tion of codon 21 GAG into GAA, both of which are synonymous mutations, suggesting that the mutation site of NKX2.5 
gene rs2277923 may play a role in the pathogenesis of endemic cretinism.

Thyrotropin is a glycoprotein heterodimer that is noncovalently bound and functions as a pituitary hormone. Its 
specificity is determined by the β subunit of thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), which is encoded by the TSHB gene. 
TSHB is located at 1p22 and has three exons, the first of which is not encoded. Rs3754363 is an intron variant. Intron 
functions include many regulatory elements involved in gene transcription and RNA processing as well as numerous 
noncoding RNAs, including microRNAs and snoRNAs.25–27 Both introns and exons are essential eukaryotic genome 
components.28,29 Both introns and exons are genomic sequences that play an important role in maintaining the biological 
activity and optimal spatial structure of chromosomes prior to transcription; therefore, they need to share coevolutionary 
elements to perform their respective biological functions. It is only through the cooperation of introns and exons in the 
same gene that precise and efficient gene expression can occur at discrete times and locations after transcription.30,31 

There is currently no relevant research on the function of rs3754363, and the function of introns is still in the preliminary 
stage of exploration. Therefore, more research into its mechanism and how it interacts with exons is necessary. Overall 
cretinism risk was reduced by rs3754363, according to our statistical analysis. Iodine deficiency was prevalent among the 
same ethnic group living in the same region, and the diet, life and cultural background were the same, however, some 
people were positively diagnosed with the disease, whereas others did not have the disease; this suggests that rs3754363 
may have a protective effect, and the pathogenesis needs to be further studied.

Based on the above, we found that two SNPs were associated with the risk of cretinism: rs2277923 and rs3754363.
Limitations of this study: 1. There are few patients with cretinism, and the sample size is insufficient to be 

representative. If samples of patients with subclinical cretinism and healthy individuals can be included in future studies 
as the control group, the persuasiveness of this study can be enhanced. 2. The clinical data of congenital heart disease in 
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patients with endemic cretinism were not collected in this study, and only the diagnostic criteria for endemic cretinism 
were used. In future studies, we will also add clinical data on diseases related to rs2277923.

Conclusion
In this study, we conducted a preliminary investigation into the relationship between cretinism and SNPs in the Xinjiang 
Uyghur population. We concluded that rs3754363 has a statistically protective effect in patients with cretinism. We found 
that rs2277923 is more strongly associated with neurocretinism than with myxedematous cretinism, based on our analysis 
of the two subtypes of cretinism. However, due to the low mutation rate and small sample size, we were unable to 
identify all mutants of the locus. Finally, the exploratory nature of this study calls for further research on specific clinical 
subtypes and a larger sample size.
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